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Corollary. Suppose that
bK' + Ab'bj, + Cb"b> = 0, (8)

and that b | i |3 as 6 —> 0, i —»■ 0. Then:
(i) If C0(fi — 1) < 0, almost all bh(t) increase without limit as t f 0 (or t J, 0).
(ii) If C/3(/3 — 1) > 0 and Af) > 1, then all bK(t) increase without limit as t f 0

(or t | 0).
(iii) If — 1) > 0 and Aj3 < 1, then all bh(t) tend to zero as t | 0 (or t j, 0).
Proof. Substituting b = Kts in (8) and simplifying, we get

1%;' + Am + C0(fi - l)bk = 0. (9)
This has a regular singular point at t = 0, with the indicial equation

a + (A/3 - l)a + Cl303 - 1) = 0. (10)
The two roots ai , a2 of this are

«.• =± | V(Ap - D2 - - i).

In Case (i), ax and a2 have opposite sign, and so the general solution bk = c^"' + c2t"'
of (8) (logarithmic terms4 do not alter this) increases without limit as t f 0. In Cases
(ii)-(iii), and a2 both have the same sign as 1 — Af3, whence the conclusions are still
obvious.

I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Dr. R. L. Ingraham for helpful suggestions
about this paper.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION IN BOUNDED ELECTRON BEAMS*
By PHILIP PARZEN (New York University)

The linearized Maxwell's equations in MKS units for the field quantities in electron
beams are:

V X E = — jcoMoH, (1)

VXH = J + «rE+ joitoE, (2)
V-J +jup = 0, (3)

itoV + 7o-VV + V-Wo = ^ [E + V X H0 + V0 X H], (4)

  J = PoV + pVo . (5)
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Here all field quantities are the sum of a time independent and a sinusoidally time
varying term. E, H, J, V, p denote the time varying electric field, magnetic field, electron
current density, velocity and charge density, respectively. The subscript "0" denotes
the corresponding time-independent quantities. e0, /x0 , c, — e and m are the dielectric
constant, permeability, conductivity of the medium, charge and mass of the electron,
respectively. The problem is, given the time independent quantities, to solve Eqs.
(l)-(5) for the time varying quantities subject to boundary conditions chosen in accord-
ance with the following uniqueness theorem to be proven.

In the case that J is parallel to V, the time varying field quantities within a surface
S are uniquely determined by specifying on the boundary either E X n or H X n and
V0 V or Jn. n is the unit normal to the surface. The proof is as follows: From Eqs.
(1) and (2), one gets, denoting conjugates by an asterisk,

J EX H*dS = ju J (moH-H* - e0E-E*) dr + f aE-E* cLt + J J*E dr. (6)
Using the vector equation identity,

V(Vo-V) = Vo-vv + V VVo + V„-V X V + V-V X v„.
Equation (4) gives:

jwV + V(Vo-V) = ^[E + VXH„ + V0XH]-V„XVXV-VXVXV0.

Since J and V and hence J0 and V0 are all parallel to each other,

j*e = ™[ju\-r + j*-v(v„-v)].

Using Eqs. (3) and (5), the following conservation law is obtained:

J03 f MoH-H* - €„E-E* + ~ poV-V* dr + f <tE-E* dr

+ I | E X H* + ^(V„-V)J* •dS = 0. (7)

The proof of the uniqueness theorem follows immediately by taking the real part of
Eq. (7). This conservation equation can also be used to define impedances and scattering
matrices [1]. The condition for oscillations in a resonant cavity is,

/ MoH-H* - e0E-E* + ~ PoV-V* dr = 0. (8)

The case J parallel to V occurs, for example, when H0 = °°.. In this case J, V and H0 are
parallel to each other.

A solution will now be given for the modes of propagation in a right cylindrical
waveguide (axis that of the Z-axis) which is completely filled with an electron beam
which is constrained to move solely along the Z axis (II„ = 00 and along Z-axis) and
whose time independent velocity is an arbitrary function of Z. According to the unique-
ness theorem, the fields in a volume G bounded by the planes Z = Z0 ,Z^, and the wave-
guide surface is uniquely determined by specifying at Z — Z0 ; E X 2 and J = E,(0)
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and J(0), respectively; and similarly at Z = Zx . As in the case without an electron
beam [1], the field can be expanded in terms of transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse
electric (TE) modes whose coefficients are functions of Z. The transverse dependence
of these modes are exactly the same as in the space charge-free case. The longitudinal
dependence of the TE modes are also the same as in the space charge-free case. The
longitudinal dependence of the coefficients of the TM modes is given as follows. Let
J, V, V0 , J a , E and H denote the longitudinal component of these quantities, and the
subscript Z denote differentiation with respect to Z. Then, for any mode,

VqJ zz + [2ja> Vo + SV2oVoz]Jz + [2joVoVoz - <**V0]J = ~ (9)

Ezz + (fc2 - T2,)E = -j- (k'J + J„), (10)
C0€0

-TIE X Z = -J-Jz - Ez , (11)
jue0

H X z = r— [(E X T)z - E). (12)

Ti is the transverse propagation number of the mode and k2 = oj2mo«o • The coefficients
of the TM modes are uniquely determined by the boundary conditions previously
specified which is equivalent to specifying J and Jz + jo>e0Ez at Z = Z0, Zx . Equations
(9) and (10) constitute a two point boundary condition linear differential system [2]
which possesses a unique solution if the system with null boundary conditions has only
the trivial solution J = E = 0. This will be the case according to the uniqueness theorem
which implies that zero boundary excitation leads to zero fields in the interior. It is also
easy to prove that the fields are uniquely determined by specifying J, E, Jz and Ez
or J, Jz , E X n and H X n at Z — Z0 and nothing need be specified at Z = Zx .

To obtain explicit solutions, Eqs. (9) and (10) are to be solved for J and E subject
to initial values of J, E, Jz and Ez at Z = Z0. Writing the equations in matrix form,

Uz — A U", (13)
J

Jz

juE
U = column matrix U = U(Z0) at Z = Z0 ; (14)

matrix A --

jo>Ez.

0 1 0 0

To + jfyoz — j2y0 + 37oz/tO yVo 0

0 0 0 1
-k2 — 70 — j2y0z j2y0 — Syoz/y0 —k2 + T\ — y2yl 0.

  W 2   ® Jo
70 ~ v y ~ <7^ 7v~0'

(15)
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As suggested by Ramo [3] in the case of Voz — 0, a solution is sought which may be
expressed as the sum of four exponential functions whose coefficients are uniformly
convergent power series in terms of y2 and Voz . A convenient method to accomplish
this is the matrizant scheme [2, 4], The solution is,

U{Z) = Q \A\U(Z0). (16)

Z

Q (A) = matrizant of A

= 1 + [ A(X,) dX, + f7' A(XJ dX2 [*' A(X,) dX\ +
•>Z. Jz. Jz.

This solution is converted to exponential form by transforming A or a portion of A into
diagonal form [5]. Only the final result will be given here [6].

U = P\D][P;\Z0) + *P:\Z0) + 4>(Zo) + mZ0)]U{Z0). (17)
D is a diagonal matrix = diagonal (d,), j = 1, 2, 3, 4.

(D) = diagonal ̂ exp J dj dX^j.

um = Z [z fWo) + *p;\Za) + <t>(z0) + *4>(Zo)lit[uk(z0)]pmi exp f* d, dx].
(18)

The coefficients of the exponentials are uniformly convergent series for small values of y2.
Conclusions. A uniqueness theorem for the sinusoidal fields in electron beams has

been proved for the case where the current density is parallel to the electron velocity.
The modes of propagation in a right cylindrical waveguide completely filled with an
electron beam with an arbitrary longitudinal time independent velocity has been worked
out.

Acknowledgement. The author wishes to thank Professor Friedman for his aid.
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